
A FINE SYNTHESIS OF 
CLASSIC ELEGANCE! 



In the Beginning!
Five Continents Marble Company, (5CM) is proud to be 
recognized as Oman’s largest and foremost importer in the 
architectural world of marbles and granites. Since its inception 
in 2003, it has been the only company to supply thousand of 
square meter of imported marble in the country and beyond. 
5CM is also the biggest supplier of natural marble and exotic 
granites along with other stones procured from the finest 
quarries in the world.

Headquartered in the heart of Muscat, in Al Ghoubra, 5CM 
operates with exclusive showrooms and stockyard sprawling 
over 30000 square meters area. Five Continent Marble remains 
committed in offering a broad range of unique and exclusive 
natural stones, facilitating the ideal choice of material. At 5CM 
our commitment has paved the wave to the highest quality 
standards and trends with a focus on fast evolving customer 
preferences, market demands and advanced technologies for 
manufacturing world-class products.

Live Life in Color



QUALITY IS
   OUR PRIORITY

Core Vision/Values
Reliability
5 Continents Marble believes in reliability – in quality, work 
ethics, delivering results on time and establishing long term 
customer relationships. 

Diligence
There’s no short cut to success; delivering real value through 
hard work. We work harder and push our standards, ever 
higher to compete with only the best.

Growth
Progressive and adding value to space with grandeur, finesse 
and unmatched quality, staying forever true to the principles 
5CM was founded on.



DESERT FOX

CREMA VALENCIA

ROSALIA TURKEY

Home to Class & Finesse!
Primarily specializes in importing and supplying some of the most cherished and 
international class quality marbles, granites and exclusive stones sourced from the 
finest quarries all across the world. 5CM prides in the widest medley of rare and 
contemporary marbles, exotic granites and exquisite stones to adorn every space of 
your choice.

In the relentless pursuit of excellence, Five Continent Marble consistently strives 
to attain global leadership through quality and class by providing design solutions, 
suitable for the society. In sync with changing trends, Five Continent Marble produces 
exotic, engineered marbles, the widest range of granites and superb stones to cater 
to the ever evolving market demands and needs for adaptable designer products.



IMPERIAL PINK

IMPERIAL PINK

HASSAN GREEN

Product Range
At 5CM we believe that each colour of stones tell a story. Every colour energizes, 
symbolizes, excites to make space come alive.

Quality and customer satisfaction are the two keywords at Five Continent Marble. 
The team of highly dedicated and professional staff ensures customer satisfaction 
and provides world class services for its customers to choose the best of slabs, tiles 
or customized requirements like wall stones, paving stones, stepping stones, kitchen 
tops, counter tops, landscaping products, etc.



OMANI ROSALIA

RAW SILK

OMANI BEIGE LIGHT

Showcasing Excellence
Some of the most talked about, visually appealing display of products across our 
spacious, well-appointed showroom lend a grand view for customers in making 
a close selection of products. Our customer-friendly competent sales team helps 
customers with complete product information to make the selection process a truly 
majestic experience. 



NEO PARIS

PANDA WHITE

ROSA AURORA WHITE 2

TRAVERTINE BEIGE 

YELLOW VALENCIA

TRAVERTINE YELLOW



DARK EMBRADOR 2

GREEN MULTICOLOUR

DIAMOND BROWN

Matchless Services
Across the Sultanate of Oman and beyond, 5CM has become synonymous with some 
of the widest and the most exciting range of quality marbles, granites and architectural 
stones.  Catering to exclusive and specific products requirement of its prestigious and 
growing customer base, 5CM provides top, professional consulting services, tailored 
expressly for its discerning clientele. 

From procurement to quality standards and the best in competitive pricing, matched 
with the convenience of on-time onsite delivery systems, has successfully placed 
5CM amongst undisputed market leader in the region. 



aaava

RED MULTICOLUR

RED ALICANTE IRANI

PARADISO

Factory & Workforce
Ideally located within the picturesque city of Sumail, 5 Continents Marble boasts 
of a sprawling, 30000-sqm spacious storage yard and an advanced, state-of-the-art 
factory, full-equipped with the finest of machineries and a professional workforce 
that remain consistent in producing some of the coveted, majestic marbles and 
granites in Oman.



AFYON SUGAR

OMANI REDISH

BOTTICHINO



MOON WHITE

T-608

SAFFIRE BLUE

BALA FLOWER

BALTIC BROWN 

INDIAN BALTIC
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TRAVERTINE CHOCOLATE



BIANCO ROSE

THASSOS

TURKISH WHITE



ROSA AVRORA

ROSA TEA

LIGHT EMBRADOR



IVORY WHITE

SILVER YELLOW

T-98

LIGHT GREY

ROSA BETA GREY 

CRYSTAL BLUE



BLACK ABSOLUTE 2

DARK GREY

BLACK GALAXY



OMANI SUPER BEIGE

FANCY BROWN

SUNNY GOLD



BARACUDA

BLUE PEARL

TROPICANA BLUE



FANTACY RED

JHANCY RED 2

GEM RED

RED BALMORAL

RED RUBY 2

RED RUBY



ONYX GREEN

OMANI DARK

OMANI BROWN



ROSY PINK

IMPERIAL RED

ROSA BETA PINK



MEHAN PINK 2

TRAVERTINE RED

RED ALICANTE SPAIN



COFFEE BROWN

LATHER GREEN

SPIDER GREEN

FANCY GREEN

IMPERIAL GREEN

INDIAN GREEN



BLACK GOLD

ROSA LAPANTO DARK

SALOMY 2



CRYSTAL YELLOW

SANTA SICILIA

SHIVA GOLD



CARRARA

LAVENDER BLUE

INDUS GOLD



P.O. Box: 347, Postal Code: 131, Hamriya, Sultanate of Oman
Office Tel.: +968 24619628, Showroom Tel.: +968 24833181
GSM: +968 99257846 & +968 99857846

E-mail : 5cmoman@gmail.com, Web: www.5cmoman.com 




